Do you enjoy a good thriller? Check out these amazing true stories of murder, theft, corruption and fraud-and the detectives who investigate these crimes.
FOR THE THRILL OF IT: LEOPOLD, LOEB AND THE MURDER THAT SHOCKED CHICAGO
Baatz, Simon
(364.152 BAA)

MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN OF GOOD AND EVIL: A SAVANNAH STORY
Berendt, John
(975.8 BER)

DEATH SENTENCE: THE TRUE STORY OF VELMA BARFIELD’S LIFE, CRIMES AND EXECUTION
Bledsoe, Jerry
(364.152 BLE)

Blum, Howard
(364.152 BLU)

EVERY MOTHER’S NIGHTMARE: A SHOCKING TRUE STORY
Bosworth, Charles
(364.152 BOS)

ARC OF JUSTICE: A SAGA OF RACE, CIVIL RIGHTS AND MURDER IN THE JAZZ AGE
Boyle, Kevin
(345.73 BOY)

SHAKE THE DEVIL OFF: A TRUE STORY OF THE MURDER THAT ROCKED NEW ORLEANS
Brown, Ethan
(364.152 BRO)

THE MIDNIGHT ASSASSIN: A MURDER IN AMERICA’S HEARTLAND
Bryan, Patricia
(364.152 BRY)

HELTHER SKELTER: THE TRUE STORY OF THE MANSON MURDERS
Bugliosi, Vincent
(364.152 BUG)

PORTRAIT OF A KILLER: JACK THE RIPPER, CASE CLOSED
Cornwell, Patricia
(364.152 COR)

SHALLOW GRAVE IN TRINITY COUNTY
Farrell, Harry
(364.152 FAR)

INVISIBLE EDEN: A STORY OF LOVE AND MURDER IN CAPE COD
Flook, Maria
(364.15 FLO)

A COLD CASE
Gourevitch, Philip
(364.152 GOU)

LIMB FROM LIMB
Hunter, George
(364.152 HUN)

A DEATH IN BELMONT
Junger, Sebastian
(364.152 JUN)

UNDER THE BANNER OF HEAVEN: A STORY OF VIOLENT FAITH
Krakauer, Jon
(289.33 KRA)

DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY: MURDER, MAGIC AND MADNESS AT THE FAIR THAT CHANGED AMERICA
Larsen, Erik
(364.15 LAR)

CONFESSIONS OF A MASTER JEWEL THIEF: THE ASTONISHING TRUE STORY OF A HIGH-SOCIETY CAT BURGLAR
Mason, Bill
(364.15 MAS)

INTERNAL COMBUSTION: A STORY OF A MARRIAGE AND A MURDER IN THE MOTOR CITY
Maynard, Joyce
(364.152 MAY)